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MikeE---Jar Jar

Prolog: Nearly two weeks have passed, the Hayden is nearing dry dock at Earth Station McKinley. Most of the crew have recovered from their various injuries and ailments. Gol is still in sickbay. ETA to McKinley is 1.35 hrs

                <<<<<<<<<<resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Young says:
$ ::in Main Engineering::

OPS_Letty says:
::arives for duty, on time today and sits at his seat::

TO_Cutter says:
::on bridge at TAC::

XO_Gol says:
::in sickbay resting::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::on bridge keeping warp field stable from FCO console::

MO_Morgan says:
::on her way to sickbay::

CO_Wendy says:
::on bridge sitting in big chair::

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits her quarters and heads for the TL::

CMOLinard says:
::leaves her lab to check on Gol::

CO_Wendy says:
*Young* I need you in my ready room

CNS_Tyler says:
::enters TL:: TL: sickbay

EO_Young says:
$ ::keeping an eye on the SIF readouts::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::adjusting field flow to ease SIF stress::

MO_Morgan says:
::enters sickbay::

EO_Young says:
$ *Wendyway*  Aye sir... I'll be right there.

CSOTriton says:
::in Sickbay enjoy his time off...feeling pretty good::

CO_Wendy says:
::checks her console and notices a strange energy drain flagged in the sensor logs::

CMOLinard says:
::checks Gol's vital signs....everything looks much better:: XO: Can you hear me Commander?

FCO_Trnbl says:
*EO*:  How are we looking on the SIF?  I'm trying to keep the warp field in balance...

EO_Young says:
$ ::assigns an engineer to keep watch over the 'engineering section's' SIF readouts.

CSOTriton says:
::watches Kathleen work with Danvar::

CNS_Tyler says:
::wonders what S'Toran has planned for the evening.... smiles to herself as she steps off the lift and walks into SB::

EO_Young says:
$ *Computer* Emergency transport.  One to the bridge.  Lock on to my signal.  Engage.

XO_Gol says:
::blinks eyes open:: CMO: Yes doctor, have you finished your tests?

EO_Young says:
::transports over to the Bridge::

CO_Wendy says:
::heads to the RR::
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CNS_Tyler says:
::looks around for the CMO::

EO_Young says:
::materializes on the Bridge::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::thinks dinner with Tyria is a good thing later::

MO_Morgan says:
::grabs a padd and starts checking on patients::

CMOLinard says:
XO: Yes, I'm pleased to say everything looks good. I'm going to release you in a few moments.

TO_Cutter says:
::watchs CO head for RR and fidgets... just a little::

EO_Young says:
::looks at Turnbull:  I have one of the engineers keeping an eye on the SIF for the engineering section...  as for the saucer section, you would know more than I.

CO_Wendy says:
TO: You have the conn

CMOLinard says:
::taps commbadge:: *CO*: Linard to Wendyway

CSOTriton says:
*FCO*: how is everything going?

TO_Cutter says:
::coughs:: Yes, Maam

CNS_Tyler says:
::notices Lt Zaldivar awake:: CSO:  How are you feeling this morning Lt.?

CO_Wendy says:
::nods to EO Young and signals him to follow her::

EO_Young says:
::looks at the Captain before she enters her ready room::  Reporting as ordered sir.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::monitoring warp field dynamics and fluctuations::  EO:  Saucer seems fine, sir.

TO_Cutter says:
::walks to center chair and GINGERLY sits down::

CO_Wendy says:
*CMO* go ahead

OPS_Letty says:
::wonders what he's supposed to be doing, while swing back and forth in his seat::

EO_Young says:
::nods and follows Captain Wendyway into her office with a look of resignation on his face::

CMOLinard says:
*CO* I need to see you in Sickbay of you have a few minutes.

CO_Wendy says:
*CMO* Stand by

CMOLinard says:
::goes to check on CSO::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::takes a few seconds to route a message to the CNS terminal in sickbay::

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Can I leave before the captain gets here? She's not to happy with me lately.

CO_Wendy says:
EO: This situation has been a strain on all of us

CSOTriton says:
CNS: I'm feeling very well Counselor Tyler.  Yourself?

CMOLinard says:
CSO: How are you feeling Lt?

TO_Cutter says:
FCO:  ETA to McKinnley?

EO_Young says:
::nods:: Aye Captain.  It has been.

CMOLinard says:
XO: I'm afraid not...there are a few things I wanted to see both of you about

CO_Wendy says:
EO: We owe our lives to your heroics

FCO_Trnbl says:
TO:  Aproximately 1.3576 standard hours, sir.

CSOTriton says:
CMO: I am feeling well...great job on the old lung Dr.

TO_Cutter says:
::grins::  Appproximately?

CO_Wendy says:
EO: I'm putting a commendation in your service record

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Doing well.  It's good to see you looking healthy.

EO_Young says:
::purses lips...  nods again::  Thank you Captain.

CSOTriton says:
CNS: not a very common sight is it...::smiles::

MO_Morgan says:
::moves too quickly and winces slightly::

CO_Wendy says:
EO: Meanwhile, we need a bit of a morale boost around here. I was thinking of having a ... party. I'm putting you in charge of the preparations

CMOLinard says:
CSO: ..and if you ever do that again....::tapps her padd:: You're free to go if you feel up to it......::smiles::

TO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Have we contacted the station yet?

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Please, I'm under your care.  Don't let her kill me, I can deal with pain, but this host is young and has much to experience.

CSOTriton says:
*FCO*: Mr. Turnbull I asked you a question.

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Not lately, no.  I suggest you take the Dr's advice.

CMOLinard says:
::chuckles:: XO: Don't worry Cmdr. You'll be fine.

EO_Young says:
::mouth drops::  Sir.... with all due respect...  I'm not really the sort of person to organize this sort of thing...

OPS_Letty says:
TO:  Yes, sir.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Thank you.

TO_Cutter says:
OPS:  Very well, pass our revised arrival time to them and ensure they realize we need two berths.

CSOTriton says:
CMO: Well I have to figure out someway to spend time with you... ::stands and straightens his uniform::

CO_Wendy says:
EO: Don't worry, I don't expect you to entertain or anything. I just want you to hang a few balloons in the lounge. Organize refreshments ... that sort of thing. I'll do the rest. BTW, this is a surprise ::grins::

MO_Morgan says:
::mutters about Cutter and his stupid game under her breath and goes back to checking on patients:::

OPS_Letty says:
TO:Yes, sir. ::sends the message to the station, emphasizing the two berths::

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  You're looking much better this morning.

FCO_Trnbl says:
*CSO*: Apologies, sir...she is holding together nicely.

EO_Young says:
::shoulders slump::  Captain: Sir...  I'm an engineer...  assign me to fix the phaser assembly...

EO_Young says:
CO:....anything but this.

CSOTriton says:
::kisses Kathleen on the cheeck:: CMO: Duty calls. I'll see you later...::heads out of sickbay::

CNS_Tyler says:
XO: And I'm sure Dr. Linard is right, I doubt you have anything to worry about.

CMOLinard says:
::blushes:: CSO: bye

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Thank you counselor, I feel better.

CSOTriton says:
::enters TL asks for bridge::

TO_Cutter says:
*CO*  Captain, we are just over an hour out of McKinnley. They report all berths ready.

CO_Wendy says:
EO: That's an order, Ensign. Oh, and by the way. I also order you to have fun. You've earned it ::smiles::

CMOLinard says:
XO: You're quite a lucky man. You had me quite worried for a bit there

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  I'm glad to hear that. If you'll excuse me commander. ::walks over to a console and opens a file to make a few notes::

EO_Young says:
::stands at attention::  Aye sir.

CO_Wendy says:
*TO* Acknowledged

CSOTriton says:
::Exits TL ans steps onto the Bridge::

TO_Cutter says:
::punchs comm button and lowers voice::  *MO* How you feeling?

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Thank you for your concern doctor, I guess that'll teach me to not miss my physical

CSOTriton says:
::notices TO in the Big Chair::

CO_Wendy says:
EO: Dismissed

EO_Young says:
::nods to the Captain and leaves the ready room::

CSOTriton says:
TO: How is everything Mr. Cutter?

CO_Wendy says:
::wishes she knew how to cheer up the EO.::

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* I hurt... and so will you the next time I see you.  Did you have to hit me in the butt?

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: XO: I hope so.....I just hope this isn't contagious.

CO_Wendy says:
*CMO* Explain

EO_Young says:
::stands outside the doors and steadies himself::

TO_Cutter says:
CSO:  Fine sir.  We are one hour out of McKinnley.

CMOLinard says:
*CO* Sir....?

CNS_Tyler says:
::checks for messages after entering her notes::

EO_Young says:
*computer* Emergency beamout.  One to Main Engineering.  Lock on to my signal.  Energize.

TO_Cutter says:
*MO*  Well, if it hurt's too much, just sit down for awhile.  ::chokes laughing::

EO_Young says:
::beams off the bridge::

XO_Gol says:
CMO:  It must be, I'm not Vulcan as you can see from my rounded ears and spots ::smiles::
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MO_Morgan says:
*TO* Not funny. Glad you are amused. ::trying not to smile::

OPS_Letty says:
::starts looking for systems to fix::

CO_Wendy says:
::waits for the CMO's response::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles:: XO: I'm hoping the captain can shed some light on this for me.

TO_Cutter says:
CSO:  Sir, do you want the conn?

CSOTriton says:
::Standing next to TO.  Listening in on his conversation::

TO_Cutter says:
::see CSO::  *MO*  Bridge out

XO_Gol says:
CMO: How can it be transmitted anyway?

EO_Young says:
$::materializes back at Main Engineering::

CSOTriton says:
TO: Only if we wish to follow Starfleet protocols...not exactly my forte.

MO_Morgan says:
::starts to laugh::: Self: I bet he just got caught.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::adjusting warp field for maximum stability, checking files alignment::

TO_Cutter says:
::grins::  We do have something in common after all, sir.

CO_Wendy says:
::continues to check into the strange power drain::

CNS_Tyler says:
::reads a message from S'Toran and smiles... sends a short message to his console::

OPS_Letty says:
::finds one, and starts transferring unneeded energy to fix it::

CO_Wendy says:
Computer: Replay sensor logs at time index 9908.18 at this station

CMOLinard says:
*CO* I need to run a few tests. Gol's illness was pretty serious and I need to find out if you are carrying it and if it's contagious.

CSOTriton says:
TO: You mean besides having the medical staff cause goofy grins to sprout on our faces?

CO_Wendy says:
*CMO* I'm kind of busy now...

EO_Young says:
::heads to his station in engineering and pulls up the familiar diagnostic....  mumbles to self::  one more check....

TO_Cutter says:
::turns a little red::  CSO:  Riiiight.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::stifles a snicker re: CSO's comment::

CMOLinard says:
*CO* This won't take long and it's quite important...the health of the crew may be at stake here.

CNS_Tyler says:
::shuts down the message center:: CMO: Is there anything I can do to help you?

CSOTriton says:
::walks over to OPS::

OPS_Letty says:
::gulps::

CO_Wendy says:
::sighs:: *CMO* Can it wait until I go off duty? ::hopes::

CMOLinard says:
*CO* I'm afraid not

EO_Young says:
::makes a check on all systems of the engineering section::

CSOTriton says:
OPS: Mr. Letty how is the power matrix operating?

CO_Wendy says:
*CMO* On my way

EO_Young says:
::readouts are at barely tolerable levels::  But what else is new?  The ship is in two.....   ::wonders when he became a poet::

CMOLinard says:
CNS: Ummm, not right at the moment but when the captain gets here you can keep Lt. Gol Company..I think he's a little nervous about seeing her.

CO_Wendy says:
::watches the sensor logs replay::

CMOLinard says:
*CO* acknowledged..Linard out

CO_Wendy says:
::sees something suspicious::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::double checks calculations on leading edge of warp field, sees incoming message light flashing::

OPS_Letty says:
::frantically punches in the command to find out:: CSO: It's in need of some power sir, and repair.

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods:: CMO:  I'd be glad to.

CO_Wendy says:
::sighs and wishes she could be anywhere but sickbay::

EO_Young says:
$ ::grabs two energy cells, a holo emitter, and his truty toolkit::

CO_Wendy says:
::gets up and heads to bridge::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::reads message from Tyria--smiles to self--sends back that dinner in her quarters would be quite nice thank you::

CO_Wendy says:
TO: I'll be in sickbay

CSOTriton says:
OPS: That's fine ensign, but keep an eye on it.

EO_Young says:
$ *Computer*  Emergency Transport.  One to the Messhall.  Lock on to my signal.  Energize.

CMOLinard says:
::enters lab and gets prepares her test files::
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XO_Gol says:
CMO: A little nervous? You crash the ship and see how nervous you get.

TO_Cutter says:
CO:  Yes, maam  ::pumps fist and whisper "yes" when she turns her back::

CSOTriton says:
CO:  Are you ill sir?

CO_Wendy says:
::walks very slowly to TL::

EO_Young says:
::materializes on Deck 2, in the Messhall::

OPS_Letty says:
CSO: Aye, sir.  ::sighs as the CSO begins to walk awy::

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  Commander, while you're basically a captive audience, I'd like to ask you a question.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: So, how is the virus transmitted?

CMOLinard says:
XO: I'd hardly worry....you did what you could..I wouldn't expect any more than that

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Go right ahed.

EO_Young says:
::drops his gear and looks at the mess::  Lovely.

CO_Wendy says:
::TL doors shut:: Computer: Pinpoint the source of the power drain on the time index I've flagged.

CMOLinard says:
XO: I haven't determined that yet...my tests are inconclusive so far....

CO_Wendy says:
<computer> Holodeck one

CSOTriton says:
::walks over to FCO::

EO_Young says:
::checks out the replicator::  Yup... offline.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::acknowledges CSO::

EO_Young says:
::opens the access port for the replicator and begins tinkering::

CSOTriton says:
FCO: Communications normally go throught OPS.

CO_Wendy says:
:: thinks.. Holodeck? Who the hell was fooling around in the holodeck when I'd ordered no activity?::

CO_Wendy says:
::exits TL and enters SB::

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: Reporting as ordered

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  Aye, sir.  Sorry.

EO_Young says:
::mumbling::  Heroics my donkey...  the ship is crippled...

CNS_Tyler says:
XO: I've been reviewing the majority of the crew's files.  I've noticed that you've missed the last two appointments for your evaluation.  Are you avoiding me Commander?

EO_Young says:
::fiddling around with the replicator circuitry....  makes sure everything is in working order::

CO_Wendy says:
::looks around::

CMOLinard says:
CO: Ah, I'm glad you could make it captain....I'm sorry to take you away from you're work...but I promise you this won't take long.

CO_Wendy says:
::avoids looking at Dan::

TO_Cutter says:
*EO*  Are all systems ready for docking?

MO_Morgan says:
::sees CO in sickbay and wonders why::

XO_Gol says:
Cns: No. I've just been preoccupied with the ship being torn in two.  I do apologize if I come off as avoiding you.

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: May I request somewhere ... more private?

OPS_Letty says:
::looks for other systems to fix keeping the   needed system on the screen.

EO_Young says:
*Cutter* I have no clue.  I'm on special assignment.  Check with Ensign Doherty in Main Engineering.

CO_Wendy says:
::thinks if the CMO is going to find out it would be nice if the whole ship didn't find out at the same time::

TO_Cutter says:
*EO* Understood

EO_Young says:
::thinks....   if anyone calls me hero again.... ::

CMOLinard says:
:: a little confused as to why:: CO: Certainly...::waves toward her lab:: this way

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  That's alright, it's really just a formality.

TO_Cutter says:
::remembers people work for him right now::  OPS:  Ensure all ships systems are ready for docking.

EO_Young says:
::hooks up one of the power cells to the replicator::

CSOTriton says:
::walks over to TO::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::double-checks integrety of magnetic clamps and tractor beam housings::

CO_Wendy says:
::follows CMO as if to her own execution::

CMOLinard says:
::enters her lab and closes the doors behind them::

OPS_Letty says:
::prepares the ship for docking::TO: Aye sir.

EO_Young says:
::powers up the replicator::  Replicator:  Rickers Red.

MO_Morgan says:
::watches CMO and CO enter lab::

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Well, I'm not going anwhere if you want to have our session right here?

EO_Young says:
::watches as the beer materializes::

CMOLinard says:
::notices the captain seems a little preoccupied with her thoughts:: CO: Now then......

JarJar says:
:: stumbles into the lounge :: EO: Whatcha.. doin??????
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JarJar says:
EO: ooooooh looks like a party!! Can I HELP!!

EO_Young says:
::turns around and looks at Jar Jar::

CMOLinard says:
CO: It seems this disease Gol has contracted originated from a Vulcan.......

JarJar says:
EO: I'm bored be my hero!!

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: Okay, go ahead and examine away ::looks grim::

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Emergency Transport.  One to beam to Sickbay.  Lock on the colonist in front of me.  Engage.

CSOTriton says:
TO: how are ships weopans? Above 15% yet?

EO_Young says:
:;watches Jar Jar beam away::
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TO_Cutter says:
CSO:  Yes sir, weapons are restored.

CO_Wendy says:
::decides she's not going to reveal anything in hopes that the CMO will not find anything ... unusual::

MO_Morgan says:
::watches JarJar materialize and wonders who she ticked off::

EO_Young says:
::drinks his Rickers and smiles::  At least something is good around here.

CSOTriton says:
TO: How about shields?

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  That was what I was thinking. Tell me about how this has affected you.

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: I haven't been to Vulcan since my biological parents died.

CMOLinard says:
CO:... since you were with him about two and a half months ago....I assumed I'd start with you and go from there..

EO_Young says:
::heads over to the Holoemitter and hefts it over his left shoulder::

TO_Cutter says:
CSO:  Shields are at 100% sir

CMOLinard says:
CO: Yes, but that's not to say you weren't a carrier.....::begins her scans::

EO_Young says:
::sets the holoemitter down in a corner along with the other power cell::

CSOTriton says:
::smiles broadly::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::calibrates sensory to detect subspace instabilities in flight path::

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: I don't see how...

EO_Young says:
::scratches head::  Can't do anything too powerful....  has to be a simple hologram...

XO_Gol says:
Cns: What the ship being in two pieces?  Well, it hasn't affected me too much.  It's the look I got from the captain that has me worried.  I've been on plenty of ships in my lifetimes, some have been completely destroyed, for instance the Callisto.

CSOTriton says:
TO: How about the bridges TAC station is it alright?

MO_Morgan says:
::not gonna wait and see what damage JarJar can do first:::  Computer: Emergency Medical Transport. Lock onto colonist in Sickbay and return him to where ever he came from!

JarJar says:
:: finds himself in sickbay :: MO: How I get here what you doin??????

TO_Cutter says:
::grins at the CSO:: Well sir, if you were to take over this station, I could go check on TAC.

CO_Wendy says:
::grimaces as the tricorder hums away::

JarJar says:
MO: Can I help!!

CMOLinard says:
CO: Well, I haven't come to any final conclusions yet, but just so you know, it's not serious to Vulcan's.....

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  That must have been a terrible experience.  What worries you about the Captain?

CMOLinard says:
::checks her readings::

MO_Morgan says:
::watches JarJar leave again via transporter::

MO_Morgan says:
:::grins:: Self: so there!

EO_Young says:
::hooks up the holoemitter to the power cell and brings it online::

CMOLinard says:
::shakes her tricorder:: Self: Darn thing....it was working a few minutes ago

JarJar says:
::looks about :: EO: Me JarJar's goes for ride!!

EO_Young says:
::jumps and turns around::  Jar Jar:  How did you get back here??

CMOLinard says:
::resets tricorder and takes the readings of the CO again::

CO_Wendy says:
::relieved. Maybe she's going to get a reprieve::

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Well...this is totally confidential, right?

JarJar says:
::shrugs::

OPS_Letty says:
::adds gravity to the bridge, waits a couple minutes and puts it back to normal, to see if anyone notices the difference, they don't::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::wonders what Tyria is doing now -- keeps an eye on field flux ratios::

CSOTriton says:
TO: You are relieved, ensign. ::grins, thinking, "that kid just might make it on the Hayden"::

JarJar says:
EO: JarJar don't know!!

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  Well...  seeing as how you're here....

CMOLinard says:
CO: These readings are really odd......excuse me, I'll get another tricorder

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: What's Danvar's status?

TO_Cutter says:
::stands::  CSO: I stand relieved.  ::walks over to TAC::

CNS_Tyler says:
XO: Yes Sir.

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  Replicate me pitchers of beer.

CMOLinard says:
CO: He's doing good...I'm getting ready to release him.

MO_Morgan says:
::finishes with patient and starts on some paper work.... JarJar free:::

CMOLinard says:
::gets another tricorder and takes readings again::

EO_Young says:
jar Jar:  10 pitcers of beer and a five plates of Andorian nachos.

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: I haven't read your report. What happened to him?

CSOTriton says:
OPS: Anything unusual just happen on your systems? ::sits in big chair::

EO_Young says:
::goes back to running a diagnostic on the holoemitter::

OPS_Letty says:
CSO: what kind of difference, sir?

CMOLinard says:
::laughs:: CO: If I didn't know better....these readings are telling me you're pregnant....twelve weeks to be exact.

XO_Gol says:
::lowers voice so no one else can hear:: Cns: Well, I am a bit interested in the captain.  Do you think it's wrong for a first officer to feel taht way about his captain?

JarJar says:
EO: Ok me remembers from the cargo bay..  :: starts filling the beerdrinking a little here ant there behind the EO's back::

CO_Wendy says:
::empties the contents of her stomach on the CMO's shoes::

OPS_Letty says:
::puts the flying through space screen saver on the veiw screen and falls asleep watching it::

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: Oops. Sorry ::embarassed::

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  I want Rickers Red.  ::not watching... paying attention to the holoemitter::

CSOTriton says:
OPS: Something with the IDF maybe.

CMOLinard says:
::almost urges herself:: CO: That's quite alright........I guess the readings weren't wrong after all.

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Counselor are you alright?

CMOLinard says:
::wipes up mess with a cloth holding her breath::

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: I expect you to keep this strictly confidential ::looks stern while helping the CMO::

OPS_Letty says:
::Wakes up::  turns off the creen saver, checks fo r a difference in the Inercial Dampening Feild::  CSO:No sir.

EO_Young says:
::satisfied with the diagnostic of the holoemitter, he stands up and turns around:::

CMOLinard says:
CO: How are you now?.....

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles:: XO:  Not at all Commander.  ::speaking softly:: Personally, I don't think we have much of a choice except to follow our hearts.

JarJar says:
Computer: Rickers red.. :: watchs as it apears out of nowhere::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::encrypts message as personal and routes message to CNS through OPS::

CMOLinard says:
CO: As you wish Captain....does Gol know?

CO_Wendy says:
::weak smile:: CMO: I've been better...

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  Yes, I'm fine. Why?

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  After you're done that, do you feel like clearing some of this mess away?

CMOLinard says:
CO: I can give you a prescription to help with the morning sickness.

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: Gol? What does Gol have to do with this? ::can DNA have shown up on a simple scan?::

XO_Gol says:
Cns: You just seemed a bit shocked after my question, that's all.

TO_Cutter says:
::lowers voice::  *MO*  You'll have to let me know when you can walk again.... it's your turn to pick the holodeck.

JarJar says:
EO: What mess... :: thinks the EO has never seen HIS kitchen::

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: A prescription would be much appreciated

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Establish a link between the holoemitter located at junction 2-1 and the main hologrid.

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* I'll let you know. ::sarcastic::

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  No, not shocked at all.  I just lost my train of thought there for a moment.

EO_Young says:
<Computer>  Young:  Working.

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: I'd hate to do this on the bridge ::waves her hand vaguely at CMO's shoes::

XO_Gol says:
Cns: I'm worried I wouldn't stand a chance after what happened to the ship, so I've been avoiding her, hoping that she'll calm down.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::calculates ETA McKinley on the fly::

EO_Young says:
Jar jar:  We really haven't had the time to properly clean up in here...  we've been busy trying to keep the ship in two pieces....

EO_Young says:
::kicks at some rubble while he waits for the computer to finish...  and sighs::

TO_Cutter says:
::snickers:: *MO*  Take your time... I know it was a rough day for you.  ::tries hard not to laugh::

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* And you can bet that I will not forget that its my turn to pick an activity.  ::smiles wickedly to herself::

EO_Young says:
<Computer>  Young:  Link established.

CNS_Tyler says:
XO: I'm not sure I would approach the subject with her until she calms down.

CMOLinard says:
CO: Well he IS the first officer.....he should know about something like this

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Establish a basic hologrid in the messhall with holoemitter located at junction 2-1.

EO_Young says:
<Computer> Young: Working.

JarJar says:
:: finishes beer probably having enough for himself to last 4 months and gets the broom and dust pan::

TO_Cutter says:
*MO*  Okay Rhi, just try to pick something you won't hurt yourself in  ::can't help laughing::

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* Rough day for me? I got a couple good shots in on you buster. ::lowers her voice as she sees Cns and XO talking::

CMOLinard says:
::begins to prescribe the CO with a morning sickness remedy::

XO_Gol says:
CNS: Do I stand a chance after what happened?

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  But, you need to approach her, if only to settle things within yourself.

EO_Young says:
<Computer> Young: Hologrid established.

CO_Wendy says:
::relieved:: CMO: I'd prefer no one knows for the time being ... I have some decisions to make

OPS_Letty says:
::Tells the computer to send out something to make the chair the CSO  is sitting in as an unnotticed appology::

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* You are pushing it buddy!

CO_Wendy says:
CMO: Are you finished?

CMOLinard says:
CO: As you wish.

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Create a number of tropical plants  to hide the holoemitter.

EO_Young says:
::plants are created in the corner, hiding the holoemitter::

JarJar says:
EO: Where does me put trash? :: hicup::

CO_Wendy says:
*All senior staff* Report to the lounge as soon as possible

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  Put it in the Captain's Private Dining Room.

CMOLinard says:
CO: Yes..and believe me...I found out a lot more than I needed right now....::chuckles::

XO_Gol says:
::nods head in agreement:: Cns: What should I do?

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  I wish I could give you a definite answer on that one.  But, once she settles down, I think she'll see you as you are.  And won't let any of this affect her feelings.

TO_Cutter says:
::attempts to sound serious::  *MO*  Sorry... next week... chess  ::cracks up again::

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Create 50 balloons, random hues.

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  I think you should talk to her.  It's worth it.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::looks up at CSO::  CSO:  Sir, Permission to report to the Lounge.

EO_Young says:
::50 balloons are created with random hues::

CO_Wendy says:
::smiles weakly and leaves for the lounge::

MO_Morgan says:
*TO* Just wait... just you wait.  This time I'll pick something that I like to do... Chess my aunt fanny!

CSOTriton says:
TO: Will you please follow the example of Mr. Letty and refrain from conducting personal *affairs* while at your duty station.

EO_Young says:
::sets up a number of makeshift tables and any chairs that are still in one piece::

XO_Gol says:
Cns: I certainly hope so.  By the way, do you know anything about hypnosis?

TO_Cutter says:
::snaps up:: Sorry sir

EO_Young says:
:: sets up the Rickers Red and the Andorian Nachos::

CMOLinard says:
::leaves lab to release Gol::

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  I'm familiar with the practice.  Why?

CMOLinard says:
XO: Well, Cmdr....it seems your fit for duty again.....you're free to go whenever your ready

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Access local musical database.  Late 20th century.  Artist:  Lenny Kravitz.  Song Title:  Fly Away.  Begin Play.

CSOTriton says:
ALL BRIDGE STAFF: As department heads, you are all ordered to have replacements here within 5 minutes and then report to the lounge.

JarJar says:
:: puts trash in a pile and gets it ready for transport:: Computer: Transport material for this section unit of the Senior Messhall to the Captains MessHall 1

CO_Wendy says:
::heads out of SB avoiding looking at any personnel there::

EO_Young says:
::Lenny Kravitz - Fly Away begins playing in the messhall::

TO_Cutter says:
::keys in order for replacement to report::

CO_Wendy says:
::heads to nearest replicator and orders mouthwash::

EO_Young says:
*Wendyway* Your assignment has been completed sir.

XO_Gol says:
Cns: There seems to be a period of time that I have no recollection of, I was hoping that you or the doctor could help me uncover what happened.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CSO:  Aye Sir.  ::orders FC replacement to bridge::

CSOTriton says:
::stands and heads for lounge::TO: you have the Conn until your replacement arrives.

EO_Young says:
::looks around::

TO_Cutter says:
::mutters then says::  CSO: Yes sir.

CO_Wendy says:
*EO* Acknowledged ... we're on our way

OPS_Letty says:
::calls for a replacement officer and heads for the turbolift::  Computer: Lounge

EO_Young says:
Computer: Create wall decorations.

XO_Gol says:
CMO: Thank you doctor. Cns: I suppose we'll finish this later?

EO_Young says:
<Computer> Young:  Specify type.

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles:: XO:  We can attempt it.  If you're sure that's what you want to do.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::vacates seat for replacement::  CSO:  Coming, Sir...hold that TL Please?

CNS_Tyler says:
XO:  Yes, at your convenience sir.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Jar Jar's inexact orders cause the transporter to transport He and EO Young with the trash.

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Anything.  Uhmm... late 22nd century, upper class party.

CSOTriton says:
::holds TL for CSO::

JarJar says:
:: looks around ::

XO_Gol says:
::leaves sickbay for nearest TL:: TL: Lounge.

OPS_Letty says:
::Arrives at the lounge::

TO_Cutter says:
::turns over the bridge to his replacement and enters TL::

CO_Wendy says:
::enters lounge::

EO_Young says:
::doesn't see the wall decorations appear on the walls...  but does find himself sitting in the captain's dining room::

CSOTriton says:
TL: Lounge, no stops.

CO_Wendy says:
::nods to Letty ... wonders where EO is::

JarJar says:
EO: Did I calculate that wrong??

CNS_Tyler says:
::follows the XO out of sickbay and makes her way to the lounge::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::enters TL with CSO:: CSO:  Thanks, Sir.

XO_Gol says:
::exits TL and enters lounge, takes seat to the right of the captain::

TO_Cutter says:
::enters lounge behind CSO::

CNS_Tyler says:
::enters TL:: TL: Lounge

MO_Morgan says:
::continues doing paperwork::

EO_Young says:
::sighs and pats Jar Jar on the back::  It's okay.  ::heads back into the lounge/messhall::

JarJar says:
:: fears the EO ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::exits the lift and enters the lounge::

CO_Wendy says:
::nods slightly at XO then studiously ignores him::

OPS_Letty says:
Everyone in the lounge:  Hi.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::enters the Lounge with TO and CSO::

TO_Cutter says:
::sees MO is not here::  *Computer* lock on to MO Morgan and beam her to my location.

EO_Young says:
Computer:  Create another tropical plant 3 meters from the door entrance.

XO_Gol says:
::smiles to CO, then turns attention elswhere::

EO_Young says:
::watches another plant appear::

TO_Cutter  (Transporter.wav)

CMOLinard says:
::finishes up her reports into the computer and heads to the mess hall::

MO_Morgan says:
::drops her padd and materialized is lounge:::

EO_Young says:
::looks around and is satisfied::

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks around at the other senior staff::

TO_Cutter says:
MO:  Hi Rhi!  ::smiles::

EO_Young says:
::stands by the holoemitter/plants just to make sure nothing goes wrong::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::walks over to Tyria::  CNS:  Hi there...

CMOLinard says:
::enters lounge::

MO_Morgan says:
TO: Cutter... now what are you up to?

CSOTriton says:
::grabs a strong gin and tonic::

CO_Wendy says:
::grabs a glass and hits it with a knife::

JarJar says:
::gets out of the Captain's dining room before he is caught with the mess and strolls around the coridors ::

CMOLinard says:
::looks around for Triton::

TO_Cutter says:
::innocent look:: MO: Me?

CO_Wendy says:
All: Thank you for coming so promptly.

CO_Wendy says:
::looks around at the assembled staff::

CSOTriton says:
::moves over to Kathleen:: CMO: Well hello stranger.

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs::  TO: Good try at the innocent thing.. not buying it... but good try.  Um... so why am I here?

OPS_Letty says:
::hears glass shattering and starts paying attention.

CO_Wendy says:
All: I felt we needed a celebration.

CNS_Tyler says:
::jumps slightly, and laughs at herself::FCO:  Hi, what have you been up to?

XO_Gol says:
::feels better after his chat with the counselor::

CMOLinard says:
::whispers and grins:: CSO: Hello yourself...haven't seen you for a while

TO_Cutter says:
MO:  Because I wanted company at the party and you're my first choice  ::most charming smile he can come up with::

CO_Wendy says:
All: I'm going to start with some good news...

CSOTriton says:
::raises glass: CMO: Justed breaking in the Junior bridge staff ::chuckles::

CO_Wendy says:
CNS: Could you come here please?

OPS_Letty says:
::wonders what the captains version of a celebration is::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::whispered::  CNS: Thinking about you, T'H'yla...

MO_Morgan says:
::blushes slightly:: TO: Oh.. well in that case, ok.

CO_Wendy says:
::notices the CNS seems to be getting cosy with the FCO::

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles:: FCO:  Excuse me.  ::walks toward the CO::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::smiles and watches CNS join the CO::

EO_Young says:
::folds arms and watches the CO::

CMOLinard says:
::watches CO and CNS::

CNS_Tyler says:
CO: Yes, Captain?

XO_Gol says:
::watches the captain and counselor::

CSOTriton says:
::watches Kathleen...who cares about the CO and CNS::

CO_Wendy says:
CNS: In acknowledgement of your sterling service record, and excellent performance of duty, I hereby promote you to the rank of Captain, with all the rights and priviledges thereof.

MO_Morgan says:
::watches CO and CNS:::

CSOTriton says:
::now he cares...turns to CO and CNS::

MO_Morgan says:
::nudges TO and whispers::  TO: One day.. that could be one of us.

TO_Cutter says:
::smiles at the good news:: 

CO_Wendy says:
CNS: Unfortunately, this means you will be leaving us to take command of the Apache.

XO_Gol says:
Cns: Congratulations counselor.

CNS_Tyler says:
::stutters::CO: Thank You, Sir.

CMOLinard says:
::is suddenly excited for the CNS and applauds::

JarJar says:
:: finds a nice JT to  hide in ::

TO_Cutter says:
::looks at Rhi with raised eyebrow::  MO: That's a reach!  ::grins::

CO_Wendy says:
::hands the CNS two new, shiny pips::

Host AGM_John  (Applaus1.wav)

FCO_Trnbl says:
::beams at the good news, joins in the applause::

OPS_Letty says:
::applauds::

MO_Morgan says:
TO: Yeah... but I've already been an Admiral... ::grins::

CO_Wendy says:
CNS: Congratulations

CO_Wendy says:
::smiles::

CNS_Tyler says:
::accepts the pips from the CO:: CO/XO:  Thank you

TO_Cutter says:
::laughs with MO, then applauds for CNS::

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Could you come here, please?

TO_Cutter says:
::whispers to Rhi:: MO:  I figure we'll be lucky not to have to do the Academy again.

EO_Young says:
::watches Tyler's eyes and wonders what she must be thinking::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::walks over to CO and CNS::

MO_Morgan says:
::mock horror:: TO: Do you think they could make us repeat that? ::shudders::

XO_Gol says:
::watches the FCO, and thinks it must be demotion time now, then grins::

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles as she holds the shiny new pips... wonders why S'Toran is being called::

TO_Cutter says:
::shrugs:: MO:  Dunno, they told me never come back!

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Your transfer request to the Apache has been approved. We haven't known you long, but already you've made yourself an integral part of the crew. We'll miss you.

JarJar says:
:: trying to find comfortable way to sit in the JT ::

MO_Morgan says:
TO: Then I guess we'll have to get really good at sucking up then.

EO_Young says:
::squats down behind the bushes and checks on the holoemitter::

OPS_Letty says:
::Hears the TO, begins to worry::

TO_Cutter says:
::high fives the MO:: MO:  Pros!

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Jar Jar slips and falls from the JT landing on the table of food

CO_Wendy says:
FCO: I want you to take care of your new captain.

JarJar says:
:: looks about ::

MO_Morgan says:
::laughs and high fives TO:: TO: exactly!

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks curiously at the CO::

EO_Young says:
::hears the crash...  looks up...  sees Jar Jar... sighs... and goes back to his holoemitter diagnostic::

CMOLinard says:
::grins to herself sensing the intense feelings the CNS and FCO have for each other:: Self: Oh they will....

JarJar says:
:: licks food of his face and sees everyone's uniform a mess from the spat::

CO_Wendy says:
All: I also have an announcement. Jexta has returned to Starfleet Intellegence.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::looks at Tyria::  I will, sir.

CMOLinard says:
::thinks ~it's sad how many excellent officer's we are losing::

EO_Young says:
::stands up and looks at Jar Jar... motions him over::

CO_Wendy says:
All: We now have the position of C-Tac to fill ::looks at Paul:: TO: I'd like to see you in my private dining room.

CNS_Tyler says:
::is surprised that all of this is happening like this.. hears S'Toran's comment and smiles::

TO_Cutter says:
::shocked look::

CO_Wendy says:
All: Have fun. Celebrate!

JarJar says:
:: sees the CO go on as if nothin happened ::

MO_Morgan says:
::looks at Cutter in surprise:: TO: What did you do? ::whispers::

CSOTriton says:
::decides Kathleen is more interesting again::

EO_Young says:
::walks up to Jar Jar::  You and I need to have a little talk.

CSOTriton says:
TO: Watch out for her left hook. Its a killer.

TO_Cutter says:
::aside to the MO::  MO: Either I'm getting promoted or killed and I wasn't expecting a promotion.

CO_Wendy says:
::walks ahead of Cutter into her private diningroom. Stops in shock at the mess she sees in there...::

JarJar says:
EO: Yes? :: walks with him ::

TO_Cutter says:
::follows CO::

MO_Morgan says:
::nods:: TO: Then you're in trouble... tell me later

EO_Young says:
::takes Jar Jar out of the way so nobody can hear him speak::

CMOLinard says:
::smiles at Triton::

FCO_Trnbl says:
CNS:  ::grins::  I guess I call you Sir now.

XO_Gol says:
::follows after Cutter::

MO_Morgan says:
::watches Cutter walk off and looks around:::

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  ::smiles::  I don't believe you're as stupid as you look...  or act.

CO_Wendy says:
::looks over her shoulder trying to see where the EO has gotten to...decides to leave him for later::

TO_Cutter says:
::follows CO in::  Reporting as ordered ma'am

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  ::smiles:: Yes, I expect so.

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Well, come in. I guess we'll have to ignore the mess ::grimaces::

XO_Gol says:
::stands beside the captain::

JarJar says:
:: lifts eyebrow:: EO: uhuh?

MO_Morgan says:
::grins to herself:: Self: Ok... time to find the drinks!

CO_Wendy says:
TO: I must say, I was seriously considering you for the C-Tac position...

FCO_Trnbl says:
CNS:  Well, Sir, I would like to accept that invitation to dinner this evening...

XO_Gol says:
CO: I'll have a cleaning crew on it right away captain, once you've finished here.

TO_Cutter says:
CO:  Yes maam

CO_Wendy says:
::looks at Gol:: XO: Thank you

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  Cut the crap. I've seen you work the replicators and transporter systems well enough.

CNS_Tyler says:
FCO:  Good, I'll be expecting you.

CO_Wendy says:
XO: Dismissed

XO_Gol says:
::turns and leaves::

CSOTriton says:
::walks over to replicator and asks for a bowl of jello...without a bowl::

FCO_Trnbl says:
CNS:  ::whispered:: Congratulations, T'H'yla :o)

JarJar says:
EO: What you getting at??

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Unfortunately, I found a little anomaly in the internal sensor logs

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  Are you going to settle for a life at some colony?  Or would you rather explore the galaxy?

CMOLinard says:
::makes her way towards the CNS and FCO::

TO_Cutter says:
CO: What kind of anomaly?

CO_Wendy says:
TO: There was some pretty fancy coding ... but it traced back to you ::wonders why he is trying to deny it. A Starfleet officer would suck it up::

JarJar says:
EO: My people are lame I want to get away!! I want to explore sir!

CNS_Tyler says:
::smiles:: FCO: Thank you.

FCO_Trnbl says:
::notes the approach of the CMO::  CMO:  Hello, Doctor.  Good to see you again.

CMOLinard says:
CNS/FCO: Congratulations...both of you

CSOTriton says:
::sees mess he just made:: Computer: please transport all gelatenous matter in replicator 5-a to the space 5 inches immediately above Captain Tyler's head.

TO_Cutter says:
CO:  If it's the power logs you are talking about ma'am, that would be me.

CO_Wendy says:
::proud of the way he owned up to the crime:: TO: Thank you for admitting it

FCO_Trnbl says:
CMO: Thank you.

CMOLinard says:
::smiles at the FCO:: FCO: S'Toran.....what a small universe......it's good to see you

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar:  If you want...  you could come with me...  I mean... us...  the Hayden...  if we ever get her back into one piece.

CSOTriton says:
::walks back to Kathleen::

CNS_Tyler says:
CMO: Thank you Dr.

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Unfortunately, this means you will be confined to the ship during our stay in dry dock. You will be assisting the engineers.

FCO_Trnbl says:
CMO: Indeed, Doctor. I trust you are well?

TO_Cutter says:
::jaw drops::

XO_Gol  (Transporter.wav)

MO_Morgan says:
::grabs a drink form the make-shift bar and sees the jello above Tyler's head:::

CMOLinard says:
CNS: You will be missed Tyria......you've become a good friend to me.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Jello drops

TO_Cutter says:
CO:  I understand ma'am

CNS_Tyler says:
::feels the gelatin drop over her head, and yelps::

CO_Wendy says:
TO: Dismissed

JarJar says:
EO: What would I do?? I feel disliked and I know editaed needs a hell of a lot of work!

TO_Cutter says:
::turns around and walks out::

CNS_Tyler says:
::laughs... I wonder...::

CMOLinard says:
FCO: Yes I am.....and it's good to see you doing well.....::smiles at them both knowingly::

FCO_Trnbl says:
::whirls::  What?  ::sees jello::  oh...my... :::laughs:::

TO_Cutter says:
::leans against outer wall.......deep sigh::

CO_Wendy says:
::hopes this will calm him down slightly. Cutter is a good officer ... just ... green:::

CSOTriton says:
::bursts out laughing, grabs Kathleen's arm for support::

EO_Young says:
Jar Jar: Maybe work with engineering?  That way I could keep an eye on you myself....  think about it and let me know.

MO_Morgan says:
     ::wonders how much trouble Cutter just got into::


			<<<<<<<end mission>>>>>>>>




